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Abstract- The main idea of this paper is to solve coverage problem in distributed wireless sensor network (WSN) by increasing
sensor nodes coverage. This paper proposes a modified discrete binary particle swarm optimization algorithm for Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) nodes placement so that the maximum coverage is obtained.PSO is a real value algorithm, and the
discrete PSO is proposed to be adapted to discrete binary space. The proposed algorithms are going to solve the problem by
considering the factor on the sensor deployment scheme, given a finite number of sensors, optimizing the sensor deployment will
provide sufficient sensor coverage. The proposed method on sensors surrounding is examined in different area. The results not
only confirmed the successes of using new method in sensor replacement, but also they showed that the new method performs
more efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is one of the communication networks that have been used nowadays. A typical wireless
sensor network consists of thousands of sensor nodes, deployed either randomly or according to some predefined statistical
distribution, over a geographic region of interest. Spatially distributed sensors are employed in WSN to monitor
environmental or physical conditions, vibration, pressure, motion, temperature and pollutant. The range of potential
applications that WSNs are envisaged to support, is tremendous .Some WSN application area military applications like
communication systems, commanding, reconnaissance patrols, looking –out etc, environmental and natural resource
monitoring , medical, industrial, robot, air forecasting, security, anti terrorism applications and civilian applications. Cost
and size constraints on sensor nodes yield subsequent constraints on resources such as bandwidth, energy, computational
speed and memory .These limitations have given many technical problems such as routing, scheduling and coverage and
cost. Distributed sensor network can arrange in two ways, one as a random placement and the second as a grid-based
placement. When the surrounding is unknown the random placement is used but when the properties of the network were
known before then the sensor placement could be done with great investigation so that we could guarantee the quality of
services. The strategy of sensor placement depends on the application of the distributed sensor network (DNS). In this
paper we focus on the gird-based placement. The sensor network which is based on grid-based plcement is considered as a
two or three dimensional network. And we applied the modified binary PSO algorithm for solve the problems like
coverage and cost.
II. PSO: A BRIEF OVERVIEW
PSO is a population-based optimization algorithm, inspired by the social behaviour of flocks of birds or fishes. Each
particle is an individual and the swarm is composed of particles. The problem solution space is formulated as a search
space. Each position in the search space is a correlated solution of the problem. In a PSO system, each particle is “flown”
through the multidimensional search space, adjusting its position in search space according to its own experience and that
of neighboring particles.
Suppose a group of birds are searching for food in a place randomly and food is available in one part of searching area and
the birds have no information about the place where the food is available and they only know their distance to the food
source. The adopted strategy by birds is that they follow the bird which has minimum distance to the food source. In PSO
algorithm, each answer to the problem is considered as a bird in the search space which is called a particle. Each particle
has its own fitness determined by the fitness function. A bird which is close to food source has a better fitness.
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There are many subjects which have discrete nature and because there are many problems which have a discrete nature and
also because many of both discrete and continuous problems can be solved in a discrete space so there is a need to use the
binary PSO algorithm.
The features of the method are as follows:
(1) The method is based on researches on swarms such as fish schooling and bird flocking.
(2) It is based on a simple concept. Therefore, the computation time is short and it requires few memories [4].
A. The PSO Algorithm
PSO is developed through simulation of bird flocking in two-dimension space. The position of each individual particle is
represented by XY axis position and also the velocity is expressed by VX (the velocity of X axis) and Vy (the velocity of Y
axis). Modification of the particle position is realized by the velocity and position information. Each particle knows its best
value pbest and its XY position. Moreover, each particle knows the best value in the group gbest among pbest. Each particle
tries to change its position using the following information [4]:
a) The current velocities (Vx, Vy),
b) The distance between the current position, and pbest and gbest.
c) The current positions (x, y)
This change can be represented by the concept of velocity and of each particle can be changed by the following equation:
st-Xi (t))
(1)
The current position (searching point in the solution space) can be modified by the following equation:
Xi (t+1) = Xi (t) +Vi (t+1)

(2)

where, Vi (t) Velocity of agent, c1 & c2 are weighting factor, w is weighting function, rand( ) is random function, Xi (t) is
current position of particle, pibest is best of particle and gbest is best of the group.
III. COVERAGE IN WSN
Sensor’s prime function is to sense the environment for any occurrence of the event. Thus, coverage is one of the major
concerns in WSN. It becomes a key to calculate the quality of service (QoS) in WSN [3]. There are three main reasons that
cause coverage problem in WSN. They are limited sensing range, random deployment, and not enough sensors to cover the
whole ROI. The limited power supply effects the sensor’s operation. It will reduce the coverage rate and result in
inadequate sensors to cover the whole ROI as some them might die out. Choosing a sensor with larger sensing can resolved
the limited sensing range problem but the price of it will be more expensive. One of the problems arises when some of the
sensors are deployed too far apart while the others are too close to each other in random deployment. Therefore, to remove
these coverage problems, we need to focus on the problem during deployment phase or predetermine the deployment of
sensors. In predetermine deployment the coverage becomes better by caution planning of the positions of the sensors in the
ROI.
Three types of coverage have been defined:
•

Area Coverage: It suggests how to cover an area which maximizes the detection rate of targets appearing in the
sensing field.

•

Barrier coverage: To achieve a static arrangement of sensor nodes, this minimizes the probability of undetected
penetration through the barrier.

• Point coverage: It deals with coverage for a set of points point interest.
The strategies used in solving coverage problem in WSN which are done during deployment stage are divided into three
categories force based, grid based and computational geometry based.
Force Based: It uses virtual repulsive and attractive forces. The sensors are force to move away or towards each other
so that full coverage is achieved. Force based deployment strategies rely on the sensor’s mobility The sensors will keep
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moving until equilibrium state is achieved where repulsive and attractive forces are equal thus they end up cancelling each
other.
Grid Based: Grid points are used in two ways in WSN deployment
1) To measure coverage
2) To determine sensors positions.
Coverage percentage is defined as ratio of area covered to the area of ROI. However to calculate the area of irregular shape
due to overlapping of sensing range is a difficult task. Therefore researcher had used sampling methods. In sampling
methods only a set of points inside the ROI is used to evaluate the coverage. The coverage is calculated as ratio of grid
points covered to total number of grid points in the ROI. The cost of grid based method calculated by number of grid
points; n×m and amount of sensors deployed, k [9].
Computational geometry Based: This method is frequently used in WSN coverage optimization. The most commonly
used computational geometry approaches are Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation [10].
IV. MDPSO ALGORITHM
There are many subjects which refer to discrete nature. Many problems have discrete and both discrete and continuous
nature. So there is need to use the binary PSO algorithm. PSO is initialized with a group of random particles (solutions)
and then searches for optimal solutions by updating the position of particles. Each particle is distinguished by an Nd
dimensional vector (the number of points of sensor field) along with two values Xid (current position of particle) and Vid
(velocity of particle) where, Xid =( Xid1,…..Xidn) and Vid = ( Vid1…..Vidn ),where i denotes the particle and d denotes the
dimension search space [3].
In binary PSO model, Vid defines the probability of value of one Xid .Position of each particle defines in region of one and
zero (0, 1) while Vid is defined as probability function so it is limited in the range of one and zero (0, 1). Therefore, the
particle position can be update by using equation (5). In this the new position component has to be exchanged with a value
of probability obtained by applying modified sigmoid transformation to the velocity component (see equation (4)).The
value of vid can be high, low or zero. If the value of Vid is high the particle’s position is unfit therefore it causes the value of
Xid to changed from 0 to 1 or vice versa. If the value of vid is low for Xid it decreases the probability of changes in the value
of Xid. And the value of Xid is unchanged if the value of vid is zero according to equation (5).
Velocity of each particle can be modified by the following equation:
Xid (t))
d = 1,2...Nd

(3)

Where, c1 & c2 are weighting factor or learning coefficients. Usually c1 is equal to c2, and they are in the range (1, 2).w is
weighting function or inertia factor, usually is a number in the range (0, 1), rand ( ) is random function in the range of (0,
1), x (t) is current position of particle, pbest is best of particle and gbest is best of the group. The final value for velocity of
each particle is limited to avoid the divergence: Vid Є [-vmax, vmax]. Typically, this process is iterated for a certain
number of time steps, or until some acceptable solution has been found by the algorithm.
Sig (Vid) =1/ (1+e-vid)
S’(Vid) = 2˟ |Sig (Vid) -0.5|
If rand < s’ (Vid (t+1) then
Xid (t+1) = exchange (Xid)
else Xid (t+1) = (Xid)
Power Vector for each grid point formula is
pvi = (pv1, pv2, …………pvik)
pvi ={1, pvi is 1 if target location at I can be detected by the sensor at location k
0, otherwise
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V.

SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

MATLAB software is used to simulate the algorithm. In the simulation some basic parameters for PSO are: maximum
iteration is 1000, maximum velocity is 6, inertia weight is 0.9-0.2, learning factors c1, and c2 are in the range (1, 2). From
the simulation diagrams, the blue colour dots indicate grid points and red colour indicates sensor points. Sensor points are
on grid points. The red dotted circles around each sensor points represent the coverage area. Fitness function is sum of ones
in particle here, it indicate cost of sensors that used for coverage the field sensor completely. The different cases obtained
from algorithm simulation are shown and discussed in this paper.
In case 1, the total numbers of grid points are 12 (4×3) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 4. These are shown by red points and the areas covered are
shown by red circles Fig (1).

Fig 1 Case 1- Area of 12 covered by 4 sensors

In case 2, the total numbers of grid points are 18 (6×3) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 6. These are shown by red points and the areas covered by these
sensors are shown by red circles Fig (2).

Fig 2 Case 2-Area of 18 covered by 6 sensors

In case 3, the total numbers of grid points are 24 (6×4) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 8. These are shown by red points and the areas covered by these
sensors are shown by red circles Fig (3).
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Fig 3 case 3- Area of 24 covered by 8 sensors

In case 4, the total numbers of grid points are 21 (7×3) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 7. These are shown by red points and the areas covered by these
sensors are shown by red circles Fig (4).

Fig 4 Case 4- Area of 21 covered by 7 sensors

In case 5, the total numbers of grid points are 24 (8×3) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 9. These are shown by red points and the areas covered by these
sensors are shown by red circles Fig (5).

Fig 5 Case 5- Area of 24 covered by 9 sensors
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In case 6, the total numbers of grid points are 27 (9×3) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 10. These are shown by red points and the areas covered by
these sensors are shown by red circles Fig (6).

Fig 6 Case 6- Area of 27 covered by 10 sensors

In case 7, the total numbers of grid points are 16 (4×4) which are shown by the blue dots. By the simulation algorithm, the
number of sensors required to cover all the grid points are 4. These are shown by red points and the areas covered by these
sensors are shown by red circles Fig (7).

Fig 7 Case 7 - Area of 16 covered by 4 sensors

All the cases are shown in the table given below.
TABLE 1
No. of Sensor Required as Per Area

Case

Grid Area

Sensors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4*3
6*3
6*4
7*3
8*3
9*3
4*4

4
6
8
7
9
10
4
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VI. CONCLUSION
The sensor placement problem for locating targets under constraint (complete coverage of sensor networks) is considered
in this paper. The problem with sensor network coverage is explained first and then the modified binary PSO algorithm is
used to solve the problem. The results showed that the MDPSO algorithm is able to detect more effectively the
optimization solution in a limited time, which provides placement of sensors to increase the coverage on the sensor field. In
addition the proposed algorithm is more useful, scalable and durable.
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